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ABSTRACT

The Balloon-borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope (BLAST) operated successfully during a 100 hr flight
from northern Sweden in 2005 June (BLAST05). As part of the calibration and pointing procedures, several compact
sources were mapped, including solar system, Galactic, and extragalactic targets, specifically Pallas, CRL 2688, LDN
1014, IRAS 20126+4104, IRAS 21078+5211, IRAS 21307+5049, IRAS 22134+5834, IRAS 23011+6126, K3-50,
W75N, and Mrk 231. One additional source, Arp 220, was observed and used as our primary calibrator. Details of
the overall BLAST05 calibration procedure are discussed here. The BLAST observations of each compact source are
described, flux densities and spectral energy distributions are reported, and these are compared with previous measure-
ments at other wavelengths. The 250, 350, and 500�mBLAST data can provide useful constraints to the amplitude and
slope of the submillimeter continuum, which in turn may be useful for the improved calibration of other submillimeter
instruments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The 2005 June flight of the Balloon-borne Large Aperture
Submillimeter Telescope (BLAST) incorporated a 2 m spherical
primary mirror and large-format bolometer arrays operating at
250, 350, and 500 �m. A complete description of the BLAST
instrument is given in Pascale et al. (2008). The BLASTwave-
lengths sample the peak of the spectral energy distribution (SED)
for cool dust (�10Y40 K) and are in a regime that is difficult or
impossible to access from even the best ground-based sites. As
a result, BLAST has the ability to conduct unique Galactic and
extragalactic submillimeter surveys with arcminute resolution
and high sensitivity. BLAST’s primary scientific motivations
are to study the angular and redshift distribution and evolution
of high-redshift star-forming galaxies and to identify protostellar

cores and the earliest stages of star formation within Galactic
molecular clouds.

BLAST conducted a 100 hr flight, launching from northern
Sweden on 2005 June 12 and landing in northern Canada on 2005
June 16 (BLAST05). One relatively shallow extragalactic field
and several large (�8 deg2) Galactic fields (seeChapin et al. 2008;
Hargrave et al. 2008) were mapped, from which a large number
of Galactic prestellar sources were extracted at very high signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N). The results obtained from the BLAST flight
fromAntarctica in 2006 December (BLAST06) will be discussed
in future articles.

BLAST05 continuum observations were made with three focal
plane arrays consisting of 139, 88, and 43 detectors at 250, 350,
and 500 �m, respectively. The optics and detector layout in the
cryostat make simultaneous measurements possible by three
arrays, having a common field of view of about 140 ; 70. The
detectors are silicon-nitridemicromesh (‘‘spiderweb’’) bolometric
detectors coupled with 2f k (maximum optical efficiency; Griffin
et al. 2002) spaced feed horn arrays (Turner et al. 2001). The
arrays are prototypes of those developed for the SPIRE instru-
ment on Herschel (Griffin et al. 2004).

In this paper we report the observations of compact sources
that were targeted by BLAST largely for the purposes of flux
and pointing calibration. These sources include Pallas, CRL 2688,
K3-50, W75N, Mrk 231, and Arp 220, which have all been well
studied in the submillimeter and are commonly used as primary
or secondary standards. We also conducted several observations
of known bright protostars that were not otherwise included in our
wider Galactic plane survey fields, specifically IRAS 20126+4104,
IRAS 21078+5211, IRAS 21307+5049, IRAS 22134+5834,
and IRAS 23011+6126. Finally, we observed the ‘‘starless’’ dense
core LDN 1014 that was recently studied with the Spitzer Space
Telescope (Young et al. 2004).

Together these observations represent a broad sampling of
bright submillimeter sources that were available during the flight,
given the strict visibility constraints of the telescope (Pascale et al.
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2008). The planets Mars and Uranus, often used as submillimeter
calibrators, were not visible during this flight. Although obser-
vations of Saturn were attempted, there were concerns about
gain stability because it was relatively close to the direction of
the Sun, and it may also have suffered from saturation effects in
the detectors, and hence we abandoned attempts to use these
particular observations. After carefully assessing the systematic
effects in the relevant parts of the SEDs of the other sources, we
chose to single out Arp 220 as our primary flux calibrator. Using
Arp 220, we determine that the BLAST05 calibration uncer-
tainties are 12%, 10%, and 8% in the 250, 350, and 500 �m
bands, respectively.

This paper is divided into three main sections. In x 2 we outline
the basic reduction steps and characterization of BLAST05 data.
In x 3we discuss the performance of thewarmoptics in BLAST05
and the impact of the degraded performance on the resolution
and sensitivity of the experiment. In x 4 we describe in detail the
absolute calibration derived from the primary flux calibrator
Arp 220, while in x 5 we summarize the BLAST flux densities
and the simple fits of a modified blackbody emissionmodel to the
SEDs of each of the targeted sources from the BLAST05 flight.

2. DATA REDUCTION

We now describe the main steps in the data reduction and
calibration process. Raw data from BLAST consist of a set of
bolometer time streams in voltage units, sampled at 100 Hz. The
raw bolometer data are first cleaned for postflight analysis. The
data are despiked and then deconvolved to remove the electronics
filters from the time streams; see Patanchon et al. (2008) for
specifics of the cleaning and deconvolution performed on the
BLAST data. The cleaned data are combined with a postflight
pointing solution (Pascale et al. 2008) to make maps at each
frequency, taking advantage of the multiple detectors, as well
as significant scan cross linking, to minimize striping due to in-
strumental drifts.

The bolometers in each array are corrected for relative gains,
or flat-fielded, so that meaningful multibolometer maps can be
generated. The flat-field corrections are determined using in-
dividual maps made for each bolometer from a single point-
source calibrator, in this case CRL 2688 (the brightest pointlike
source observed). These scans were designed such that a fully
sampled map can be generated from each bolometer individually.
For each bolometer, the total flux from the point source is inte-
grated and a flat-fielding coefficient for each bolometer is then
calculated as the ratio of the flux from that bolometer and the flux
from an arbitrarily chosen reference bolometer. All subsequent
maps are generated from time streams that apply the flat-fielding
coefficient appropriately to each bolometer.

To calculate the flux density from a point source, we adopted
a matched filtering technique similar to that used to extract point
sources from several recent extragalactic submillimeter surveys
(e.g., Coppin et al. 2006; Scott et al. 2006). A point-spread func-
tion (PSF) is generated by stacking and averaging several point
sources from various maps in telescope coordinates (azimuth and
elevation relative to the telescope). We area-normalize the PSF, P,
such that

X
x; y

P x; yð Þ �x �y ¼ 1; ð1Þ

where the double sum is over all pixels in the PSF map and �x
and �y are the angular dimensions of a pixel such that the units
of P are sr�1. In all BLAST maps, square pixels are used so that
�x ¼ �y. BLASTmaps are calibrated in surface brightness units

(Jy sr�1). A map of a point source,M (x; y), can be modeled by
the normalized PSF centered over the source, scaled by its flux
density, S, or SP(x; y) ’ M (x; y). If each pixel in M (x; y) has
an uncertainty �(x; y), calculated in the mapmaking process
(Patanchon et al. 2008), then we can write �2 for the model,
assuming independent noise:

�2 ¼
X
x; y

SP x; yð Þ �M x; yð Þ½ �2

�2 x; yð Þ : ð2Þ

Minimizing this�2 results in themaximum likelihoodfluxdensity,

S ¼
P

x; y M x; yð ÞP x; yð Þ=�2 x; yð Þ½ �P
x; y P x; yð Þ=� x; yð Þ½ �2

: ð3Þ

This technique uses our knowledge of the beam as a model
for the shape of unresolved point sources in BLASTmaps. Fitting
the amplitude of this template is optimal in an S/N sense, and par-
ticularly important formeasurements of faint sources. Thismethod
produces smaller measurement uncertainties than simple aperture
photometry, as pixels near the peak signal are weighted more
heavily than pixels in the wings of the brightness distribution
(aperture photometry weights all pixels equally).
This technique gives a low statistical uncertainty both because

we have intrinsically high S/N data and also because knowledge
of the beam shape is used to weight the uncertainties; however,
errors in the PSF will bias the result. To check for a bias, we used
simple aperture photometry as a second measure of flux densities
for CRL 2688. The difference between the matched filter and
aperture photometry flux densities of CRL 2688 is less than 3%.
Since the matched filter provides significantly smaller statistical
errors, it is used to extract flux densities from all pointlike sources
in this paper.
The PSF for each individual bolometer varies slightly across

the array. The stacked PSF takes this effect into account for the
bulk of the map over which each bolometer contributes approx-
imately equally to the combined signal. However, the extreme
edges of the map are only sampled by a fraction of the bolometers
and therefore exhibit different effective PSFs. We extract flux
densities frommapsmadewith single bolometers using the stacked
PSF to assess the error introduced by adopting this incorrect tem-
plate and find at most a 10% bias. The bias is maximized at the
very edges of themap but affects flux densities measured towithin
140 (width of the array) of the edge of the map along the scan
direction (approximately aligned with right ascension) and 70

(height of the array) in the transverse direction (approximately
aligned with declination). None of the measurements discussed
in this paper are affected by this bias.
The flat-fielding process was repeated for CRL 2688 observa-

tions made during the middle and end of the flight to check for
stability. Although no bias or trend is seen, the coefficients for
each individual bolometer vary by 5% rms. This effect averages
down when multiple bolometers are used and is negligible in full
bolometer array maps as used in this paper. The 5% scatter in flat-
field coefficients appears to be dominated by measurement un-
certainties; therefore, this value can be considered a very robust
upper limit on the systematic drift in the relative calibration and
is insignificant compared to the total calibration error budget
given in Table 1.

2.1. Responsivity Variations

Variations in bolometer loading (due to changing sky emission,
for example) and bolometer base-plate temperature cause changes
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in bolometer responsivities. To characterize and correct for these
changes, a calibration lamp (‘‘cal-lamp’’) is located in the optics
box at the center of the reflective Lyot stop (see x 3 of Pascale
et al. 2008), allowing for the measurement of these changes.
The cal-lamp is pulsed once every 10Y15 minutes during flight.
The cal-lamp is of the same design as the one used for SPIRE
(Hargrave et al. 2006). It is designed to provide a stable signal
over the flight, so any change in cal-lamp amplitude as mea-
sured by a bolometer is directly proportional to a change in that
bolometer’s responsivity. The signal baseline is removed byfitting
a line to a 550 ms segment of data before and after the cal-lamp
pulse. A template cal-lamp profile from a raw bolometer time
stream is fitted to every cal-lamp pulse in every bolometer. The
template is chosen from a typical bolometer, and it has been ver-
ified that the template fit amplitude is within 2% of a square-wave
fit. The amplitude of the fit is interpolated over time and inverted
to generate a multiplicative scaling cal-lamp time stream for each
bolometer. Fluctuations in the responsivity are less than 8% rms,
dominated by diurnal variations due to differences in atmospheric
loading and thermal emission from the telescope’s changing tem-
peratures. On timescales of a typical source map the fluctuations
are less than 2% rms. A constant responsivity time stream for each
bolometer is generated by applying the multiplicative scaling cal-
lamp time stream. The large-scale fluctuations are suppressed, and
the final responsivity variations are less than 2% rms.

3. BLAST05 WARM OPTICS PERFORMANCE

During the BLAST05 flight, the warm optics (primary and
secondary mirrors) did not perform within the specifications. The
beams as designed were expected to be close to diffraction lim-
ited and approximately Gaussian, exp (��2 /2�2

B), with FWHM ¼
2(2 ln 2)1=2�B ¼ 3200, 4800, and 6400 at 250, 350, and 500 �m, re-
spectively. In this case the full width at half-power of the beam,
FWHP, is equal to the FWHM, and the beam solid angle can be

characterized as� ¼ ��2
D /(4 ln 2), with�D ¼ FWHP. The PSFs

in all three BLAST bands were measured from multiple ob-
servations of the protoYplanetary nebula CRL 2688. The in-flight
beam shapes are shown in Figure 1. Noting that the central struc-
ture in each is on a scale comparable to the diffraction limit, the
beams are clearly far from ideal, distributing considerable power
into an outer ring (hexagon) of diameter �20000.

With the preflight predicted noise equivalent flux density
(NEFD) of 200 mJy s1/2, we would expect 1 � surface brightness
fluctuations at the nominal resolutions of �NEFD/� or 11, 4.7,
and 2.6 MJy sr�1 s1/2 at 250, 350, and 500 �m, respectively. The
measured sensitivities were in fact 8.8, 4.8, and 2.7 MJy sr�1 s1/2,
respectively, which shows that BLAST did not suffer a reduced
sensitivity to extended diffuse sources, i.e., detectors worked as
planned and optical efficiency was as planned.

There is, however, a marked loss in sensitivity for point sources
because of the larger than expected beam solid angle. The FWHP
of the degraded beam is �20000 (somewhat smaller at 500 �m),
given the power in the ring. The reduction in point-source sen-
sitivity is P(200/32)2 ’ 40 at 250 �m. This is a pessimistic es-
timate because there is considerable higher resolution structure
in the beam, which one takes advantage of in the PSF fitting de-
scribed above. Alternatively, one can examine the histogram of
pixel brightnesses contributing to the PSF and, working from the
brightest, find the beam area that accounts for half the power.
We find �D ¼ 18600, 18900, and 18900 for 250, 350, and 500 �m,
respectively, and so the sensitivity is reduced by factors of ap-
proximately 34, 16, and 9. Despite this reduction, the targeted
sources described in this paper were still detected with high S/N.
Further data fromBLAST05 are discussed in Chapin et al. (2008),
Hargrave et al. (2008), and other forthcoming papers.

Although it is not critical to the analysis here, we have in-
vestigated the origin of the beam degradation. One possibility is
misalignment, shifting, and tilting of the secondary and primary

TABLE 1

Calibration Coefficients and Uncertainties for BLAST05

Pearson Correlation Matrix

Band

(�m)

Calibration Coefficient

(;1012 Jy V�1)

Uncertainty

(%) 250 �m 350 �m 500 �m

250.............................. 7.61 12 1 0.97 0.87

350.............................. 3.16 10 . . . 1 0.96

500.............................. 1.56 8 . . . . . . 1

Note.—Calibration coefficients, calibration uncertainties, and Pearson correlation matrix, showing the relationship
between errors in different bands for BLAST05.

Fig. 1.—PSFs, provided by observations of CRL 2688 (x 5.2), for each of the three wave bands from BLAST05, generated by stacking several point-source maps in
telescope coordinates. The small circles represent the expected diffraction-limited FWHM for each of the wave bands (Pascale et al. 2008). The PSFs are significantly
more extended than expected, reducing sensitivity to point sources and the ability to distinguish crowded sources amid fluctuating cirrus.
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with respect to the nominal optical axis. The launch was suffi-
ciently violent to cause the inner frame locking mechanism to
fail; the inner frame (which houses the primary, secondary, and
camera) violently hit both hardware elevation stops, which could
have damaged the telescope, including the secondary support
mechanism and the primary itself. From visual inspection of the
images (and power spectra) there is clearly information in the
beams near the diffraction limit, such as the central dip at 350 �m,
which is not present at the other two wavelengths, and the width
of the outer ring. Since these structures are suggestive of a prob-
lem in the telescope, we performed numerous simulations with
the optical design software ZEMAX.15 In these simulations, we
shifted and/or tilted all of the optical elements from their nominal
position but were unable to reproduce the distinctive features in
the beams at all three wavelengths simultaneously. There appears
to have been an optical problem beyond out-of-focus or out-of-
alignment optics. The hexagonal shape of the beam does suggest
damage to the carbon fiber primary itself, which was constructed
from six panels (segments). In addition to effects of the violent
launch, another contributing factor could have been the light rain
the payload endured before launch. Carbon fiber becomes partic-
ularly weak in a high-humidity environment, possibly leading to
delamination of the six panels either before or during the launch.
Furthermore, there was the usual freeze-thaw cycle on ascent,
where the ambient temperature dropped as low as�65

�
C. Further

analysis of the PSF (including Fourier transform) was not per-
formed as phase information is required for proper analysis; as
the mirror was fully destroyed on landing, there is little use in de-
bugging the system further.

4. ASTRONOMICAL FLUX CALIBRATION

The primary scientific goals of the BLAST experiment de-
manded a flux calibration accuracy of better than 10% in all
three BLAST passbands. Achieving this was complicated by the
variable sky visibility of BLAST due to the unstable projected
latitude of the telescope gondola during the flight, as well as the
restrictions on visibility due to the Sun and Moon avoidance
criteria, the orientation of Sun shields and other baffling, and the
elevation range (25

�Y60�) of the gondola’s inner frame (Pascale
et al. 2008). Consequently, BLAST had only limited access to
the calibration sources commonly used at submillimeter and far-
infrared (FIR) wavelengths.

Since the ecliptic plane was not visible during the BLAST05
flight, no absolute flux calibration of BLASTcould be determined
from observations of Uranus or Mars, for which model SEDs
are known to have systematic uncertainties<5% at submillimeter
wavelengths (Griffin & Orton 1993; Wright 2007). The preflight
strategy for achieving a 10% calibration accuracy, recognizing
the above visibility constraints, therefore forced us to identify
other Galactic and extragalactic sources that could act as primary
and secondary calibrators, with the following requirements:
(1) availability throughout the flight; (2) already considered, in
some cases, as secondary calibrators for ground-based submilli-
meter telescopes and FIR satellites; (3) well-constrained SEDs
in the FIR to millimeter wavelength regime, enabling accurate
interpolation of the band-averaged flux densities at BLASTwave-
lengths; and (4) bright (31 Jy at 500 �m) and compact sources
(with respect to the BLAST beam size, <2000) that reside in
regions with minimal spatial structure in the Galactic foregrounds
or backgrounds, allowing accurate subtraction of any extended
emission. Given these criteria, we scheduled regular observations

throughout the flight of bright embedded protostellar sources and
compact H ii regions within the W58 and Cygnus X molecular
cloud complexes (including K3-50, W75N, and DR 21), a postY
asymptotic giant branch (post-AGB) star with planetary nebula
(CRL 2688), the asteroid 2 Pallas, and two ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs), Arp 220 and Mrk 231.
In the following subsection we justify our selection of the

ULIRG Arp 220 as our primary calibration source for the
BLAST05 flight.

4.1. Arp 220—a Primary Flux Calibrator for BLAST05

Arp 220 (Arp 1966) is a well-studied ULIRG at redshift z ¼
0:018 with an FIR luminosity of approximately 2 ; 1012 L�.
The submillimeter emission is believed to be due to dust heated
primarily by active star formation (at a rate of �200 M� yr�1)
and to a lesser extent by an embedded active galactic nucleus
(AGN). This emission is confined to a compact (<200 diameter)
region, as traced through interferometric imaging, by the dis-
tribution of the 1.3 mm dust continuum, and the molecular gas
in the CO(2Y1) line (Scoville et al. 1997) that fuels the starburst
activity. Arp 220 resides far from the Galactic plane (b ¼ þ53�),
and extended foreground Galactic contamination as seen in the
100 �mmap (Schlegel et al. 1998) does not affect the measured
SED. Arp 220 is therefore a pointlike source as observed by
BLAST, as well as most ground-based and space-borne FIR to
millimeter telescopes, making the construction of the FIRY
millimeter SED insensitive to the aperture sizes of the photometric
measurements (Fig. 2).
The quoted measurement errors for the ground-based 350Y

1100 �m photometry of Arp 220 are �10%, while the absolute
calibration uncertainties are typically 10%Y20%. In the case of15 See http://www.zemax.com.

Fig. 2.—SED of Arp 220, the absolute flux calibrator for BLAST05. The
best-fit model (thick solid line) was constrained by the published data (triangles;
discussed in x 4.1) and excluded BLAST05 measurements. The gray lines show
the 68% confidence interval, estimated from 100 Monte Carlo simulations, about
the best-fit model. Black diamonds indicate the model predictions for BLAST05
at 250, 350, and 500 �m. The uncertainties associated with these predictions are
11%, 10%, and 8% in each band, respectively. The best-fit parameters of the
single-temperature dust model are given in Table 3. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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shorter wavelength FIR measurements from ISOPHOT at 60Y
200 �m (Klaas et al. 2001) and 120Y200 �m (Spinoglio et al.
2002), the absolute calibration of ISOPHOT,which is estimated to
be �30%, also dominates the total photometric accuracy. More
precise photometry, however, at 60 and 100 �m is available from
the IRAS Revised Bright Galaxy Sample (RBGS; Sanders et al.
2003), with statistical uncertainties that have been quoted at the
�0.1% level. The difference between the absolute calibration of
the RBGS and the original IRAS Bright Galaxy Samples ranges
from 5% to 25%, and our analysis therefore assumes an additional
10% absolute calibration uncertainty on the IRAS flux densities.
As we show below, combining all the above data and accounting
for systematic uncertainties, we have been able to constrain a
simple SED model of thermal dust emission that allows inter-
polated band-averaged flux densities of Arp 220 to be estimated
across the BLAST bandpasses with an acceptable �10% un-
certainty (Fig. 2).

In order to predict the BLAST band-averaged fluxes of
Arp 220, a single-temperature modified blackbody SED of the
form S� ¼ A(� /�0)

	B�(T ) was first fitted to existing submillimeter
and FIR observations described previously. In the above expres-
sion, S� is the flux density, A is the amplitude, 	 is the emissivity
index of the radiating dust grains, �0 is fixed at c/250 �m, and
B�(T ) is the Planck function for a blackbody with temperature T.

The smooth SED is fitted to the data using �2 minimization.
In addition to the measurement errors quoted in x 4.1, we have
assumed an additional correlated error of 5% for all of the pho-
tometry, since the bulk of these instruments were calibrated using
the same Uranus SED, which is known to have an uncertainty of
�5% (Griffin & Orton 1993). Furthermore, we have been careful
to account for correlated errors using the full data covariance
matrix,

�2 ¼ S̃� S
� �

C�1 S̃� S
� �T

; ð4Þ

where S is the vector of measured flux densities and S̃ are the
model predictions. The diagonal elements ofC give the variances,
�2
i , calculated as the quadrature sums of the photometric and

calibration uncertainties described above. The off-diagonal ele-
ments of C are calculated as follows. For each pair of measure-
ments taken with the same group and same instrument, i and j,
calibration uncertainties are assumed to be completely correlated
such that Cij ¼ � c

i �
c
j , where �

c is the standard deviation of the
calibration error component for the measurement. Monte Carlo
simulations are performed to characterize the range of models
that are consistent with the data. One thousand mock data sets
are generated by adding realizations of correlated Gaussian noise
described byC to themeasured flux densities S. Each one of these
data sets is then refitted using equation (4). The best-fit model
(T ¼ 41:7 K and 	 ¼ 1:3) for the observed SED and its un-
certainties are shown in Figure 2.

The band-averaged flux densities for each BLASTwavelength
are obtained for each SED model fit as

S̃B ¼
Z

T �ð ÞS̃ �ð Þ d�; ð5Þ

where we use tildes to represent model quantities. Here the nor-
malized filter transmission profiles T (�) are measured empirically
using a Fourier transform spectrometer (Pascale et al. 2008). From
these 1000 sets of band-averaged fluxes, we obtain estimates of
variances of the calibrator brightnesses in each band, h�2

i i, as well
as the correlated error between the fluxes in each band, h�i�ji.

Maximum likelihood estimates for the flux densities of all
BLAST05 sources are obtained from equation (3) using un-
calibrated maps of Arp 220 in units of V. Multiple observations of
CRL 2688 were made throughout the flight, allowing us to esti-
mate systematic gain variations not traced by the internal cal-lamp
pulses at the 3% level. Since this gain variation is significantly
lower than the calibrator flux uncertainty estimated above, we cal-
culate single calibration coefficients ci in each band for the entire
flight as the ratio of the band-averaged fluxes to the raw fluxes
from our maps. Note that this calibration depends explicitly on
the assumption of a smooth thermal SED that neglects the effects
of molecular emission lines.

This problem has been examined in detail for SCUBA 850 �m
continuum observations of a variety of Galactic objects. Friesen
et al. (2005) conclude that the line contamination is typically
<10% in hot Galactic molecular cores, and a similar conclusion
was reached by Johnstone et al. (2003) in a study of protostellar
sources in Orion, although in some exceptional cases the line con-
tamination of the 850 �m continuum fluxes in the most energetic
sources reached levels >50%. Similarly, line contamination, due
exclusively to CO(3Y2) emission, has beenmeasured to be<10%
in 850 �m continuum fluxes, for �60% of the 45 local galaxies
observed by Yao et al. (2003). Unfortunately, there is almost no
information on the strengths of possible line contamination in
the BLAST passbands, including redshifted molecular lines at
T300 �m, and thus we assume that <10% line contamination
is present in the BLAST data.

Including all of these sources of uncertainty, the final per-
centage errors (8%Y12%) in the absolute flux calibration and a
Pearson correlation matrix showing the relationship between
errors in the different bands are given in Table 1. The calibration
coefficients are used to convert raw (voltage) maps into calibrated
(Jy) maps. All astronomical analysis is performed on the cali-
brated maps.

5. BLAST05 OBSERVATIONS OF BRIGHT SOURCES

In this section we summarize the calibrated BLAST observa-
tions of all the bright targets presented in this paper, paying at-
tention to the level of agreement between their calibrated BLAST
fluxes and the predictions from an interpolation of their measured
SEDs. Although these bright sources were selected to provide
checks on the consistency of the calibration throughout the flight
and were not considered to be part of the scientific program, we
derive some of the physical properties (temperatures, FIR lumi-
nosities, dust masses) that can be obtained from a simple model of
thermal dust emission that has been fitted to the improved spectral
coverage of their SEDs (x 5.1.1)

In addition to conducting large-area surveys of Galactic fields
undergoing active star formation (Chapin et al. 2008), BLAST05
observed a total of nine bright, individual pointlike sources (Pallas,
CRL 2688, IRAS 20126+4104, IRAS21078+5211, IRAS 21307+
5049, IRAS 22134+5834, IRAS 23011+6126, Mrk 231, and
Arp 220), complemented by observations of more extended star-
forming structures toward W75N in Cyg X and K3-50 in W58,
as part of the overall calibration strategy. Although not used
explicitly as a calibration source, we also present in this paper
the BLAST05 observations of the compact low-mass protostar
L1014-IRS toward the nearby Galactic dark cloud LDN 1014.

All BLAST05 calibration targets are in the northern hemi-
sphere (23� < decl: < 61�; Table 2). BLAST therefore provides
valuable new photometric data at intermediate wavelengths to
complement those obtained in the FIR and the (sub)millimeter
regime.
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With the advantage of simultaneous observations at 250, 350,
and 500 �m, BLAST measures the thermal emission of these
Galactic and extragalactic objects with a high flux calibration
accuracy in a wavelength regime that traces the spectral curvature
at wavelengths longer than the spectral peak and shorter than the
Rayleigh-Jeans limit for cold dust (<50 K). In terms of modeling
the SEDs, this short submillimeter wavelength regime sampled by
BLAST is critical for unlocking the degeneracies between the
effect of dust temperature, opacity, and emissivity index on the
overall FIRYmillimeter emission. The SPIRE instrument, using
similar bolometer arrays and identical filters to BLAST, following
the future launch of Herschel (Griffin et al. 2004), will extend
this work with greater sensitivity and spatial resolution.

It is not the purpose of this paper to provide a detailed account
of physical properties and the nature of each bright source
observed in BLAST05. Thus, we only discuss briefly in the fol-
lowing subsections the collective results obtained from these
BLAST observations at 250, 350, and 500 �m.

5.1. Spectral Energy Distributions

Flux densities at 250, 350, and 500 �m for all the above point
sources are extracted using the matched filter technique (eq. [3]
outlined in x 2), while for extended or blended sources at the
resolution of BLAST05 (e.g., toward K3-50 andW75N), we con-
volve the PSF with a simple model, which is then fitted to the
data. In the latter case the model consists of multiple Gaussian
sources, where we allow the amplitude, width, and position of
the Gaussians to vary as parameters of the fit.

Since the BLAST filters have large spectral widths, and colors
sampled by the filters are a strong function of temperature (es-
pecially for T P 25 K), a correction must be made to calculate
monochromatic flux densities. Either a color correction may be
applied to the band-averaged flux densities, or effective filter

wavelengths for each object may be quoted. We choose the for-
mer and quote effective flux densities at precisely 250, 350, and
500 �m. Once the SED has been fitted to the BLAST data by
minimizing �2, to obtain the best-fit dust temperature and emis-
sivity index, this is used to calculate the correction

S �ð Þ ¼ SB
S̃ �ð Þ
S̃B

; ð6Þ

where SB is the band-averaged BLAST flux measurement, S̃(�) is
the SED model flux density (evaluated at 250, 350, and 500 �m),
and S̃B is the SED model band-averaged flux. The BLAST color-
corrected flux densities for all bright sources presented in this
paper are given in Table 2.

5.1.1. Single-Temperature Cold Dust Models

Incorporating the BLASTmeasurements into the existing FIRY
millimeter wavelength (�50Y2000 �m) SEDs for each source,
we fitted only a single-temperature dust component while recog-
nizing that anymodel that utilizes shorter wavelengthmid-IR data
must naturally include thermal emission from hot dust (>100 K).
This decision is justified in the context of deriving the band-
averaged BLAST fluxes, which require only a smooth and ac-
curate fit to the SED over the restricted wavelength range of the
BLAST filters (Pascale et al. 2008). Although alternative and
more complex models (e.g., two-temperature components) can
be fitted to the same FIRYmillimeter data, the difference in the
quality (e.g., minimized�2) of the fit is not significant when com-
pared to the single-temperature model.
As previous studies of the FIRYmillimeter SEDs of local gal-

axies and ULIRGs have shown (e.g., Eales et al. 2000; Lisenfeld
et al. 2000), relying on limited photometric data, with typically
three to five measurements in the FIR (from IRAS and ISO) and

TABLE 2

Flux Densities of BLAST05 Targeted Sources

Flux Density (Jy)

Name

R.A.a

(J2000.0)

Decl.a

(J2000.0) 250 �m 350 �m 500 �m

Pallasb................................................. . . . . . . 11.6 � 1.5 6.3 � 0.7 3.7 � 0.3

CRL 2688 .......................................... 21 02 18.75 +36 41 37.8 113 � 14 49 � 5 21.6 � 1.7

LDN 1014 .......................................... 21 24 06 +49 59A1 22.4 � 2.7 16.9 � 1.7 8.9 � 0.7

IRAS 20126+4104............................. 20 14 25.1 +41 13 32 590 � 71 256 � 26 97 � 8

IRAS 21078+5211 ............................. 21 09 25.2 +52 23 44 1300 � 160 590 � 60 260 � 21

IRAS 21307+5049............................. 21 32 31.5 +51 02 22 102 � 12 46 � 5 18 � 1.5

IRAS 22134+5834............................. 22 15 09.1 +58 49 09 418 � 50 208 � 21 82 � 7

IRAS 23011+6126 ............................. 23 03 13.9 +61 42 21 95 � 12 59 � 6 31 � 2.5

K3-50Ac ............................................. 20 01 45.6 +33 32 42 2100 � 270 590 � 67 270 � 26

K3-50Cc ............................................. 20 01 54.2 +33 34 15 1870 � 240 1000 � 110 370 � 35

W75Nd ............................................... 20 38 36.5 +42 37 35 4500 � 540 2000 � 200 730 � 60

DR 21 (OH)d ..................................... 20 39 00.9 +42 22 38 9100 � 1400 4600 � 660 2540 � 330

DR 21d ............................................... 20 39 01.1 +42 19 43 8800 � 1400 3900 � 550 920 � 120

Mrk 231 ............................................. 12 56 14.23 +56 52 25.2 6.0 � 0.8 1.5 � 0.3 e

Arp 220f ............................................. 15 34 57.21 +23 30 09.5 24.2 9.8 3.9.

Notes.—Flux densities and associated uncertainties for BLAST05 targeted sources in the 250, 350, and 500 �m bands. Units of right
ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. Quoted flux densities have
been color-corrected. The uncertainties include the estimated contributions from calibration uncertainty, as well as instrumental noise.

a Positions are nominal as given by SIMBAD.
b Pallas flux densities are average values from four observations taken at the following Julian Dates: 2,453,534.26; 2,453,534.29;

2,453,535.22; and 2,453,535.40.
c The K3-50 region is resolved into two sources by BLAST05.
d The W75N region is resolved into three sources by BLAST05.
e Mrk 231 was not detected at 500 �m by BLAST05.
f Arp 220 is the absolute flux calibrator for BLAST05. Flux densities presented here should thus be considered as predictions based on a

model fit to data from other instruments. Uncertainties in this model are given in x 4.1.
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(sub)millimeter data (at 850 �m and 1.2 mm data), these SEDs
can be well represented by a single dust temperature in the range
of 25Y50 K. Similar conclusions have been reached from the
studies of dust in the Galactic interstellar medium. Even with
the addition of ground-based 350 and 450 �m data (e.g., Benford
1999; Hunter et al. 2000; Dunne&Eales 2001; Beelen et al. 2006;
Coppin et al. 2008), single-temperature fits work fairly well, and
there is typically no need to fit multiple-temperature components
to SEDs unless one also brings in data at kT100 �m.More com-
plicated fits would only be demanded with higher fidelity spectral
measurements covering a much wider range of wavelengths.

Given this, we show themid-IR tomillimeterwavelength SEDs
of all the bright compact sources observed by BLAST05 and their
best-fit single-temperature models in Figures 2Y9, and we present
the best-fit model parameters in Table 3.

Adopting a distance to each source (x 5.8), we determine the
FIR luminosity and dust mass from the SED fits, recognizing that
the adoption of two or more temperature components would
modify the dust mass estimate. Determination of bolometric
fluxes and dust masses follows the procedures described in Chapin
et al. (2008). Uncertainties in quantities derived from the SED fits
in Table 3 are obtained fromMonte Carlo simulations similar to
those described in x 4.1, which now include BLAST data and their
correlated calibration uncertainties. For each mock data set the
quantity in question is derived from the model fit. These values
are then placed in histograms in order to extract means and 68%
confidence intervals. Further details on these Monte Carlo sim-
ulations are provided by Chapin et al. (2008).

5.2. CRL 2688

CRL 2688 is a postYAGB star with a protoYplanetary nebula
(the ‘‘Egg’’; Price & Murdock 1983), and it is considered an
archetypal object with which to study the evolution of AGB red
giants into bipolar planetary nebulae. The distance to CRL 2688
is not well known but is estimated to be approximately 1.25 kpc
(Crampton et al. 1975; Cohen & Kuhi 1977). Despite residing
in the Galactic plane, CRL 2688 exhibits compact submillimeter

emission and sufficient contrast relative to its surroundings to
provide a commonly used secondary calibrator (e.g., Sandell
1994; Jenness et al. 2002). The submillimeter emission arises
from a dust shell with an extent of approximately 500 (Jenness
et al. 2002), making it pointlike for BLAST. CRL 2688 was
visited regularly throughout the flight; thus, the observations were
useful for tracking the PSF shape (Fig. 2) and relative antenna
gain variations, making it our primary flat-fielding calibrator.

Fainter surface brightness shells around CRL 2688 have also
been observed at 120Y180 �m with ISO at a radial distance of
�15000 and 30000 (Speck et al. 2000), although this has recently
been disputed with SpitzerMIPS observations (Do et al. 2005).
In any case, these shells would be large compared to the BLAST
beam and of uniform surface brightness, such that any faint emis-
sion would be removed from the measured fluxes through our
baseline subtraction. No long-term submillimeter variability has
been detected in submillimeter observations with SCUBA (Jenness
et al. 2002), and hence archival data can be combined to per-
form our calibrations.

The mid-IR to FIR SED has been accurately measured by
ISO LWS between 43 and 194 �m (Cox et al. 1996). At sub-
millimeter wavelengths, Jenness et al. (2002) report the integrated
fluxes derived from SCUBA maps at 450 and 850 �m, over a
4000 aperture, which exceed the earlier single-beam peak fluxes
of Sandell (1994). Combining these data with the new BLAST
measurements (Fig. 3), we find an acceptable fit to a single-
temperature modified blackbody model, deriving a dust temper-
ature of 210 K and emissivity index of 0:4 � 0:2. The SED of
CRL 2688 in the FIRYsubmillimeter regime traced by BLAST is
not as accurately constrained as that of Arp 220 as there are no FIR
measurements with either IRAS or SpitzerMIPS due to saturation.
We derive uncertainties in the BLAST fluxes of CRL 2688 that
range from �10% at 500 �m to �20% at 250 �m.

5.3. 2 Pallas

2 Pallas is the third largest asteroid, with a diameter of 530 km
(Mitchell et al. 1996). It has a well-determined, eccentric orbit

TABLE 3

Single-Temperature SED Best-Fit Parameters of BLAST05 Targeted Sources

Name

T

(K) 	

SFIR
(W m�2)

Distance

(kpc)

LFIR
(L�)

Mdust

(M�)

Pallasa................................... 50.2 0.2 � 0.2 1.2 ; 10�12 . . . . . . . . .

CRL 2688a ........................... 210 0.4 � 0.2 1.2 ; 10�9 1.25 1.7 ; 105 3.2 ; 10�3

LDN 1014 ............................ 12 � 3 1.8 � 0.5 (3.3 � 1.2) ; 10�13 0.2 0.38 � 0.14 (3.7 � 3.5) ; 10�3

IRAS 20126+4104a.............. 41 1.1 � 0.2 9.3 ; 10�11 1.7 4.0 ; 104 0.67

IRAS 21078+5211 ............... 33.7 � 2.0 1.0 � 0.2 (1.2 � 0.1) ; 10�10 1.65 (1.0 � 0.1) ; 104 0.29 � 0.05

IRAS 21307+5049............... 32.9 � 2.5 1.2 � 0.2 (1.0 � 0.1) ; 10�11 3.6 (4.3 � 0.5) ; 103 0.11 � 0.03

IRAS 22134+5834............... 23.5 � 1.0 2.1 � 0.4 (2.0 � 0.8) ; 10�11 0.90 520 � 200 0.11 � 0.07

IRAS 23011+6126 ............... 27.8 � 2.8 0.6 � 0.2 (4.3 � 0.5) ; 10�12 0.73 71 � 9 0.01 � 0.007

K3-50A ................................ 39.7 � 2.8 1.7 � 0.2 (6.2 � 0.5) ; 10�10 8.5 (1.4 � 0.1) ; 106 8.1 � 1.4

K3-50C................................. 9.3 � 1.6 3.9 � 0.5 (2.3 � 0.8) ; 10�11 8.5 (5.2 � 2.0) ; 104 (1.2 � 1.1) ; 103

W75N................................... 65b 0.8 � 0.2 (2.5 � 1.3) ; 10�9 3 (7.1 � 3.6) ; 105 1.0 � 0.1

DR 21 (OH) ......................... 40c 0.5 � 0.3 (7.3 � 3.3) ; 10�10 3 (2.1 � 0.9) ; 105 4.9 � 0.7

DR 21................................... 29.2 � 3.0 2.3 � 0.2 (1.7 � 0.3) ; 10�9 3 (4.9 � 0.8) ; 105 8.7 � 3.0

Mrk 231 ............................... 43.9 � 2.5 1.5 � 0.1 (1.8 � 0.2) ; 10�12 175000 (1.6 � 0.1) ; 1012 (6.4 � 0.8) ; 106

Arp 220d .............................. 41.7 � 3.5 1.3 � 0.1 (5.9 � 0.8) ; 10�12 75000 (1.04 � 0.14) ; 1012 (7.8 � 1.9) ; 106

Notes.—Parameters for a single-temperature modified blackbody fit to the SED. Tand 	 are the best fit to the BLAST05 and other data as indicated in the text. SFIR is
the total flux from the modified blackbody fit. Errors are from 100 Monte Carlo simulations of the fit. Distances given are from references indicated in x 5. FIR lu-
minosity is based on these adopted distances. Mdust is based on the formula Mdust ¼ (S�D

2)/½
B�(T )�, with an assumed value of 10 for 
 (see Chapin et al. 2008).
a The data included in the fit do not accurately constrain the temperature, so no error bars are given.
b Data from Harvey et al. (1977) suggest a temperature of 65 K, which is used as a constraint in the fit.
c Data from Harvey et al. (1977) suggest a temperature of 40 K, which is used as a constraint in the fit.
d Arp 200 is the primary calibrator for BLAST05. This is our best fit to the other data, which we use to calibrate the BLAST photometry.
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with a semimajor axis between 2.1 and 3.4 AU. At the time of
the BLAST observations, 2 Pallas was at a distance of 2.2 AU.
With an angular size <100, Pallas is pointlike to BLAST. Errors
in the derived flux densities of Pallas at BLASTwavelengths are
5%Y10% and are due mostly to uncertainties in the size, shape,
and albedo of the asteroid. The current best estimates for the phys-
ical properties of Pallas come from other submillimeter and IR
flux density measurements integrated into the ‘‘thermophysical’’
model (TPM) of Müller & Lagerros (2002). The TPM has an
uncertainty of around 5%Y10% for integrated fluxes in the ISO
LWS band. The absolute calibration of the model has a supposed
accuracy of �10% in the longer wavelength BLAST bands, com-
paring predictions with measurements from the JCMT (850 �m)
and CSO (350 �m) (T. Müller 2005, private communication).
Although this uncertainty is similar to that for the SEDof Arp 220,
Arp 220 was adopted as the absolute flux calibrator over Pallas
since it is brighter, and its SED does not vary over the duration
of the flight. Changes in apparent brightness due to orbital effects
are negligible on the timescale of the individual BLASTobserva-
tions (T. Müller 2005, private communication), and the variations
due to the 7.8 hr rotational period of 2 Pallas are less than 7%
during the entire BLAST flight (T. Müller 2005, private com-
munication). Although the TPM contains a full shape description
and spin model (enabling SED predictions at any epoch), the
uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the model flux is com-
parable to the predicted maximal brightness variations during
the BLAST flight. For this reason, in Table 2 we have simply av-
eraged together our four sets of Pallas observations, and we plot
only the BLAST photometry points in Figure 4, with no attempt
to relate these to other data at significantly different epochs. The
TPM predicts Pallas fluxes of 13.2, 6.8, and 3.4 Jy, which are
consistent with the BLAST05 measurments, differing by 14%,
8.6%, and 7.3% at 250, 350, and 500 �m, respectively. The sub-
millimeter spectral index 	 in the SED of Pallas, as measured by

BLAST, is 0:2 � 0:3, which is the shallowest of all the sources
described in this paper.

5.4. L1014-IRS

LDN 1014 (Lynds 1962), which was classified as a ‘‘starless
core’’ due to the lack of an FIR IRAS detection and no signature of
a continuum outflow (Young et al. 2004), is a nearby dark cloud
that contains one of the lowest luminosity protostellar systems,
L1014-IRS. More recently, a bipolar molecular outflow has been
discovered (Bourke et al. 2005). The distance to LDN 1014 is not
firmly determined, with estimates of �200 pc (Huard et al. 2006),
400Y900 pc (Morita et al. 2006), and <500 pc (Shirley et al.
2007). The FIRYmillimeter SED of L1014-IRS, derived from
a physical model of a circumstellar disk heated by the central
protostellar object, and constrained by recent Spitzer observations
from 3 to 70 �m, predicts a strong spectral peak at �350 �m
(Young et al. 2004). Since L1014-IRSwas unresolved by BLAST,
we were unable to observe the predicted density profile. The
BLAST fluxes at 350 and 500 �m, however, are in good agree-
ment with the model but suggest that the SED (Fig. 5) peaks at
shorter wavelengths, <250 �m.

5.5. K3-50

K3-50 is a group of compact H ii regions within the star-
forming complex W58, at a distance of about 8.5 kpc (Peeters
et al. 2002). Despite the nonoptimal PSF, BLASTclearly resolves
at least two sources separated by ’20, which can be identified as
K3-50A and K3-50C (Howard et al. 1996). Figure 6 shows the
250 �m image. Fluxes for K3-50A and K3-50C are obtained by
simultaneously fitting to the BLAST data a model of two two-
dimensional Gaussian sources convolved with the BLAST PSFs,
whose sizes, positions, and amplitudes are parameters in the fit.
An alternative model of two point sources, fixed at the positions
of K3-50A andK3-50C (fromHoward et al. 1996), produces an
indistinguishable solution for the inferred fluxes.
Thompson et al. (2006) report an integrated 450 �m SCUBA

flux of 256 � 79 Jy for K3-50A, which is consistent with our

Fig. 3.—CRL 2688 SED, showing BLAST data and best-fitting models. Sym-
bols and lines are as those described in Fig. 2. ISO LWS data between 43 and
194 �m are presented by Cox et al. (1996). Other data are taken from Sandell
(1994), Jenness et al. (2002), and Omont et al. (1995). [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Pallas SED. Symbols and lines are as those described in Fig. 2.
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500 �m photometry, despite issues with chopping and the re-
stricted map size for SCUBA making the comparison potentially
complicated. Although there is some suggestion in the literature
that these sources may be variable,16 we fit their individual
FIRYmillimeter SEDs (Fig. 6) with single-temperature modified
blackbody emission. K3-50C appears to have a dust temperature
of only 9 K, substantially colder than that in K3-50A, which has
dust radiating at temperatures of�40 K (Table 3), in good agree-
ment with previous estimates based on FIR Kuiper Airborne

Observatory data (Thronson & Harper 1979). This difference in
dust temperature may be due to the fact that K3-50C is em-
bedded more deeply in the molecular cloud than K3-50A, or it
may reflect the different evolutionary stages of the objects, with
K3-50A generally agreed to be younger (Howard et al. 1996).

5.6. W75N

TheW75N (Westerhout 1958) and DR 21 field contains a set
of young protostar/compact H ii regions located in the Cygnus
X molecular cloud complex. These sources are at a distance of
about 3 kpc (Campbell et al. 1982; Pipenbrink &Wendker 1988),
although other estimates suggest a closer distance of around
1.7 kpc (Jakob et al. 2007). The region has been extensively
studied over a wide wavelength range, with many detailed spec-
troscopic (including OH and other maser lines) and continuum
observations (see, e.g., Davis et al. 2007). Despite its extended
emission,W75N has been suggested as a potential calibrator for
submillimeter observations (Sandell 2003). The W75N region
contains at least three pointlike objects that are resolved by
BLAST: W75N, DR 21 (Downes & Rinehart 1966), and DR 21
(OH). Flux densities for W75N are obtained by the matched filter
technique, as described in x 2. Since DR 21 (OH) and DR 21
overlap, their flux densities are derived from a model of point
sources convolved with the BLAST PSF (as described in x 5.1),
where the positions and fluxes are the free parameters. These
BLAST data suggest that DR 21 has a higher value of 	 and a
lower dust temperature thanDR 21 (OH), in agreement with what
has been found in other studies (e.g., Jakob et al. 2007).

In addition to the detection of the protostellar cores within
the H ii regions, and as can be seen in Figure 7, the BLAST data
also show significant extended surface brightness structure
(�1000 MJy sr�1 at 250 �m). This is highly correlated with the
near-IR extinction maps toward the same region (Kumar et al.
2007), indicating that it is real, rather than being mapmaking
artifacts.

5.7. Mrk 231

Mrk 231 (Markarian 1969), also known as IRAS 12540+5708,
is the most luminous infrared galaxy within the local volume
out to a distance of 175Mpc.Mrk 231 hosts a Seyfert 1 nucleus,
although the FIR emission is known to be dominated by star
formation within a region that is of order 10 (see Lı́pari et al.
2005 and references therein). It is therefore pointlike for BLAST,

Fig. 5.—L1014-IRS SED. Symbols and lines are as those described in Fig. 2.
The fit is poor, partly because a single-temperature modified blackbodymay not be
the best model, but also because of resolution issues with some of the photometry.
We have not included the lower 450 and 850 �m data points, which clearly dis-
agree with the remaining photometry, probably because of resolution effects.
Non-BLAST data are from Visser et al. (2002) and Young et al. (2004). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 6.—Left: 250 �m image of the K3-50 region, with the brighter source K3-50A to the southwest and K3-50C to the northeast. SEDs for K3-50A (middle) and K3-50C
(right) are also shown. Symbols and lines are as those described in Fig. 2. Other data are taken from Clegg et al. (1976) andWynn-Williams et al. (1977). The resolution
of IRASmakes it impractical to extract short-wavelength flux densities for K3-50C. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of the middle and right
panels of this figure.]

16 See http://www.jach.hawaii.edu /JCMT/continuum /calibration /sens/
potentialcalibrators.html.
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given the measured PSF (Fig. 1). Mrk 231 has a well-measured
SED and has been used as a template for photometric redshift
estimates of extragalactic sources (e.g., Klaas et al. 2001; Aretxaga
et al. 2005). There are useful FIR data from IRAS and ISO, al-
thoughKlaas et al. (2001) describe the existing ISO photometry as

‘‘partly distorted and uncertain.’’ Benford (1999) reports a mea-
surement at 350 �m of 1:05 � 0:25 Jy, which is consistent with
the BLAST 350�mphotometry. There is also 450�mphotometry
published, although using a much smaller aperture (Rigopoulou
et al. 1996). BLAST flux densities thus help constrain the SED in

Fig. 7.—Top left: 250 �m BLAST image of the W75N region, with green contours showing the distribution of IR extinction (Kumar et al. 2007). We divide the
BLAST emission into three sources identified with W75N to the north; DR 21 (OH), the northern part of the merged pair; and DR 21, the southernmost source. The 10

pixel size in this map hides much of the structure in the BLAST PSF. SEDs show data and best-fitting models forW75N (top right), DR 21 (OH) (bottom left), and DR 21
(bottom right). Symbols and lines are as those described in Fig. 2. The data fromClegg et al. (1976), Davis et al. (2007), Helou&Walker (1988), and Harvey et al. (1977)
are not adopted in the fits because of the smaller aperture used to determine those flux density measurements. The data fromHarvey et al. (1977) suggest a temperature of
65 K for W75N and 40 K for DR 21 (OH), and these are used as constraints in our SED fits. Other data are from Clegg et al. (1976) and Colome et al. (1995). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of the top right, bottom left, and bottom right panels of this figure.]
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the poorly sampled submillimeter regime (see Fig. 8). However,
given the relative faintness of this source, the improvement is
modest comparedwith other sources reported here.We find slightly
lower values for temperature and 	 compared with Klaas et al.
(2001), but they also claim that the data are better fitted with
multiple temperature components.

5.8. Compact Protostellar Sources

The remaining Galactic targets, described below, are all com-
pact protostellar sources, identified via color criteria in the FIR,
that satisfy the BLAST selection requirements. We present here
only their fluxes, dust masses, and luminosities (Tables 2 and 3)
derived from the best-fit models describing their SEDs (Fig. 9).

5.8.1. IRAS 20126+4104

IRAS 20126+4104 is a high-mass compact protostar, located
toward the CygnusXmolecular cloud complex, although its exact
distance is uncertain. We adopt a distance of 1.7 kpc (Shepherd
et al. 2000). It is probably the best-studied example of a massive
protostellar system associatedwith a disk and outflow (Edris et al.
2005). BLAST provides better constraints on the SED (Wilking
et al. 1989; Hunter et al. 2000), particularly the submillimeter
slope, as shown in Figure 9.

5.8.2. IRAS 21078+5211

IRAS 21078+5211 is a compact H ii region with a water maser,
located at a distance of approximately 1.65 kpc (Molinari et al.

Fig. 8.—Mrk 231 SED showing data and best-fitting model. Symbols and lines
are as those described in Fig. 2. Mrk 231 was not detected by BLAST at 500 �m.
Other data are taken from Benford (1999), Klaas et al. (2001), Lisenfeld et al.
(2000), Stickel et al. (2004), and Helou & Walker (1988). [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 9.—SEDs of compact protostellar sources, including the BLAST fluxes (see Table 1). The data symbols and fitted curves have the same meaning as those de-
scribed in Fig. 5. (a) IRAS 20126+4104; additional data are taken from Helou &Walker (1988), Hunter et al. (2000), Beuther et al. (2002), and Williams et al. (2004).
The 350 �m data point from Hunter et al. (2000) is not used in the fit, due to the smaller aperture. (b) IRAS 21078+5211; additional data are taken from Helou &Walker
(1988) and Jenness et al. (1995). Three data points are not used in the fit due to the small effective aperture sizes in those measurements. (c) IRAS 21307+5049;
additional data are taken fromMolinari et al. (2000) and Helou&Walker (1988). The 850 �mdata point fromMolinari et al. (2000) is not used in the fit due to its smaller
aperture compared to the BLAST PSF. (d ) IRAS 22134+5834; additional data are taken from Helou & Walker (1988), Chini et al. (2001), Beuther et al. (2002), and
Williams et al. (2004). (e) IRAS 23011+6126; additional data are taken from Helou & Walker (1988) and Chini et al. (2001). The 850 �m data point from Chini et al.
(2001) is not used in the fit due to the smaller aperture. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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1996; Wouterloot et al. 1993). The best-fit single-temperature
model with T ’ 34 K and 	 ’ 1:1 is consistent with a previous
study by McCutcheon et al. (1991).

5.8.3. IRAS 21307+5049

IRAS 21307+5049 (also Mol 136; Molinari et al. 1996) is a
high-mass protostellar candidate. At a distance of 3.6 kpc, it has
an angular size of about 400 in the millimeter (Molinari et al.
2002) and is therefore pointlike to BLAST. Fontani et al. (2004)
present 850 �m SCUBA continuum observations, detecting an
extended halo of 4000 diameter and a compact unresolved core.
The extended halo is not detected byBLAST.We only fit a single-
temperature modified blackbody curve to the cold core compo-
nent. We find a temperature of 32 K and luminosity of LFIR ’
4000 L�, in very good agreement with Molinari et al. (2000).

5.8.4. IRAS 22134+5834

IRAS 22134+5834 is an intermediate- to high-mass protostar
located within the extensive H ii region S134, in the constellation
Cepheus. It is at a distance of approximately 900 pc (Dobashi
et al. 1994) and has a total luminosity of �1600 L�.

5.8.5. IRAS 23011+6126

IRAS 23011+6126 is a young protostar located at a distance
of �730 pc (Crawford & Barnes 1970). IRAS 23011+6126 is
pointlike to BLAST. Chini et al. (2001) discuss the current best
SED (similar to IRAS 22134+5834 above). The peak of the
SED is at about 150 �m, as shown in Figure 9. It appears to have
T ’ 28 K, with a shallower slope (	 ¼ 0:6 � 0:2) than most of
the other protostellar sources that BLAST observed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For the BLAST 2005 flight, the out-of-focus PSFs significantly
reduced the point-source sensitivity, and yet because this is such a
difficult wave band to observe from the ground, the BLAST05
data still produced useful results. The submillimeter flux densities
reported here agree well with other measurements, at least when
the aperture sizes are consistent. However, BLAST05 uncer-

tainties are typically much smaller than those of other measure-
ments in the 250Y500 �m regime.
A particular advantage of the BLAST data is the ability to con-

strain the emissivity index 	, due primarily to the three separate
submillimeter channels, observed simultaneously with the same
telescope, and having a consistent calibration procedure per-
formed across all three bands.
Arp 220 was adopted as the primary calibrator for the BLAST05

data. A useful cross-check is to note that the derived flux den-
sities for Pallas were all within 1 � of the values derived from
the TPM (Müller & Lagerros 2002).
By applying this careful calibration procedure, BLAST has

been able to improve estimates of dust temperatures and masses
for several relatively bright sources and also to provide a database
of submillimeter measurements that may be useful for calibrating
future instruments.
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